. intensities elicit this response-below which the neuron fails
). To do so, they exploit the -Naj speech waveform's fine temporal structure [3] , discarded by ASR preprocessors, which instead extract the instantaneous Fig. 1 . Bushy cell circuit. Vm, the membrane voltage, drives gH, energy (but not phase) of numerous frequency channels across the hyperpolarization-activated mixed-cation conductance YKLT the lowthreshold potassium conductance; and YNa, the spike-generating sodium the spectrum [1] . By not only including, but enhancing timing conductance. REQ, the spike request, is acknowledged by ACK, which information during preprocessing, ASR systems may access drives 9K, the spike-resetting potassium conductance. ANFi, the auditory the plethora of sound-cues that humans rely on.
nerve input drives 9SYN the synaptic conductance. ICL the current-clamp transistor, is an excitatory input controlled off chip. Currents produced by Custom-designed hardware models of the auditory periphery these conductances are integrated on Vintt which can be isolated from Vm are well suited to perform ASR preprocessing they are power by VCL, the voltage-clamp circuitry. The low-pass filter building block is efficient yet can evaluate biologically-inspired computations outlined (LPF). in real-time. Several silicon cochleas have been created that frequency-decompose sound by modeling the observed mechanical behavior of the inner ear [4, 5] . Furthermore, inspired The only VLSI model of a CN neuron used a "moderately by the biological auditory periphery, circuit designers have high" leak and a fast refractory period to realize a bushy mimicked the analog-to-digital conversion that transpires at cell-like response (spikes aligned at the onset of sound) [10] . the auditory nerve (AN) by coding the cochlear output as a With a fixed leak, however, only a narrow range of stimulus spike rate [6, 7] . intensities elicit this response-below which the neuron fails
In addition to using a spike-rate code to represent the to respond due to excessive inhibition and above which the spectral energy of sound (as decomposed along the length neuron spikes repetitively during the on-phase of a stimulus of the basilar membrane), the mammalian AN represents the cycle. In contrast, when a biological bushy cells is stimulated phase of an acoustic waveform with spike timing. Sound local-with intense sound its active conductances dynamically limit ization computations that compare phase differences between repetitive action-potentials (until the bombardment of synaptic the two ears require 10 ,us timing accuracy, which exceeds the input relaxes during the off-phase of the stimulus cycle). precision of individual AN fibers. Indeed, AN spike timing (as Physiologists identified a large potassium conductance that well as other acoustic features) is enhanced in the mammalian activates near rest, gKLT [11L] , which has been shown to cochlear nucleus (CN) [8] . In the cat, Joris et al. recorded enhance phase-locking [12] . We show here that gKLT is also from CN cells, and found that, for frequencies less than 1 kHz, responsible for intensity adaptation. globular bushy cells' spike timing was more precise than their Our silicon bushy cell follows time-varying current-clamp relation to the stimulus waveform. In this case, we reduced the square wave's input with both Imem and its spike timing (Fig. 3 top) . Similar amplitude to 28 nA to obtain a similar spike-rate. bottom With a passive leak, to the current-clamp response observed experimentally, the Imem follows the input, has a resting level of zero, and spikes only during membrae rthe on-phase. At this input level (1.69 /uA), slightly above threshold, spikes membrane responds quickly to a large step input (membrane occur throughout the on-phase. time-constant of a millisecond), fires a solitary spike, then quickly settles to an elevated level. At the offset of the current step, the membrane rapidly dips below the resting level and spike trains based on a computational model of the guineathen settles back within 20 ms.
pig cochlea-AN complex [17] . Our bushy cell is innervated The fast response and solitary onset spike are a result of by thirteen AN fibers that exhibit a range of spontaneous shunting inhibition by YKLT. As Imem rises, YKLT activates rates, from 0.5 to 150 Hz. We applied 100 presentations of and shunts the input current preventing spiking. However, AN spikes, generated in response to a 25 ms, 250 Hz tone, at due to a delay, a solitary spike can occur when gNa elicits 70 dB SPL (with 25 ms between presentations). positive-feedback before YKLT sufficiently kicks in. We chose Compared to its aggregate AN inputs, the bushy cell fires a current-clamp level just sufficient to elicit spikes, which far fewer spikes overall, has a higher proportion of spikes occur approximately every other cycle.
at sound onset, and fires more precisely in phase with the When YKLT is disabled, neither Imem nor spike-times follow acoustic stimulus. These characteristics are in line with what the input (Fig. 3 middle) . As the stimulus turns on and off, we observed when exciting the bushy cell with a square-wave 'mem rises and decays slowly. Over multiple cycles, Imem current input: YKLT limits spikes to the onset of a strong stimuintegrates up, eventually reaching spike threshold at a random lus and prevents multiple spikes during stimulation (decreasing stimulus phase. We see little relation between stimulus phase the overall spike rate).
and spike-times with YKLT disabled.
We quantify phase-locking ability by the magnitude of the When a passive leak replaces 9KLT, 'mem again follows normalized vector sum of the spike phases (vector strength, the input, though spike-times are not relegated to the stimulus VS) [9] . A VS of one corresponds to perfect phase-locking, onset (Fig. 3 bottom) . Imem rapidly settles to a level dictated where the neuron fires at exactly the same phase on every by the difference between leak and input currents, unless the cycle. A VS of zero corresponds to no phase-locking, where input surpasses the leak, which causes Imem to integrate to the neuron fires at random phases. The bushy cell exhibits betspike threshold. As the leak does not increase with increasing ter phase locking (VS = 0.95) than its AN inputs (aggregate 'mem, it cannot limit multiple-spikes during the on-phase of VS = 0.82) at 70 dB SPL. In contrast, the bushy cell's VS the stimulus. In this case we chose an input level sightly above decreases to 0.90 with a passive leak. threshold, which elicits rapid and repetitive spiking throughout
The benefits of YKLT (over a passive leak) are most apparent the on-phase. at high intensity levels (Fig 4. right) . At 110 dB SPL, YKLT mnakes a dramatic difference: It limits mnultiple spikes and C. Response to synaptic input increases phase-locking (VS =0.97) despite a decrease in With YKLT enabled, our silicon bushy cell accurately follows AN phase-locking (VS =0.60). The passive-leak neuron, on the phase of a pure-tone acoustic stimulus (Fig. 4 left) . To test the other hand, fired mnulLtiplLe timnes per cycle and decreased our model's response to sound, we generated stochastic AN its phase-locking (VS =0.75). The superior phase-locking 21L78-88, 2002 
